This book is intended as a sourcebook for directors, executives, and professional accountants on post-Enron/SOX accountability and governance, and on appropriate decision making, behavior, and ethics risk management in the new era.

The book has been organized into relatively freestanding chapters to facilitate custom publishing of a selection of chapters and/or cases. For example, Chapter 2, which covers the Enron, Arthur Anderson, WorldCom, and Sarbanes-Oxley developments, has been well used to start off Executive MBA programs. Similarly, directors and executives or MBA students wishing to focus on conflict of interests could benefit from Chapter 2 and 3, plus cases from other chapters. Chapters 1 and 4 have provided a fundamental platform for understanding current business ethics expectations and defensible approaches to ethical
decision making for business students beginning their studies. New Chapter 8, which covers the subprime lending fiasco, provides an essential understanding of the current business challenge gripping us all worldwide. Professional accounting students should be familiar with all chapters.

◆ Contents of the book include:
  - Ethics Expectations
  - Enron Events Motivate Governance & Ethics Reform
  - Philosophers' Contributions
  - Practical Ethical Decision Making
  - Corporate Ethical Governance & Accountability
  - Professional Accounting in the Public Interest, Post Enron
  - Managing Ethics Risks & Opportunities
  - The Subprime Lending Fiasco – Ethics Issues
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